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The third International Court of Justice trial over the suspect
XIII

1 – 31 March, 2017

The following summarizes the reconstruction of the Secret Society women’s operations 
against the suspect and the associated International Court of Justice trial from 1 to 31 
March, 2017.

The names of persons follow the convention established in the previous chapters. The 
Secret Society women consist of (as of March, 2017): Karin (the German Lady, K), 
Angelica (Angelina, G), Kiersten (KRN, J), SDW (Maura, M), and Dr P (Petterson). For 
brevity’s sake, the “Secret Society women” shall continue to be referred to simply as the 
“SS women” in the following narrative.

This is a rewrite, in April 2022, of the original “The third ICJ trial, XIII”, originally 
composed in October and November 2017. The original version, with the file name of 
“prelude_GR_D_2e.pdf” (last dated 02.05.2018), can still be found in the same folder.1 

1 In the original version, there is at this point an ERRATA, which itself is totally erroneous. Again, we shall cite it in its 
entirety and highlight the parts that might actually be correct – since the Invisible Hand would be expected to make 
some parts of this bullshit come true in any case: ‘(1) We must return to the “optimistic scenario” regarding the 
relationship of the current ICJ trial to the previous (first) ICJ trial and consider the thorny question as to whether there 
has indeed been replacement of evidences from that previous ICJ trial. This would in fact be what is going on if the 
“optimistic scenario” is correct. The previous ICJ trial both exists and does not exist. The original formula to protect the
Russians from conspiracy with the suspect, “both exist and does not exist”, has been transferred onto the entire previous
ICJ case. There is replacement of evidences from the previous ICJ trial in the Macrosphere, but, because everybody 
here is only Microspherian (the suspect, the SS women, General Petraeus, the Russians, and everybody else), nobody 
sees any such thing. There is no replacement of evidences in the Microsphere. The previous ICJ trial has been 
reactivated in the Macrosphere, but non-existent in the Microsphere. (2) The Russians were so aggressive last year – 
aggressively trying to prove that Homeland Security’s false profile of the suspect is correct even though they knew it 
was false and were confronted with the obvious fact that the CIA could easily obstruct their effort – because, when they 
saw that there was a filter “justice” installed on the computer inside the control center which would restore justice 
whenever somebody used the computer to commit injustice, they were sure that, since they had been victims of 
American aggression, they would in the end win this current ICJ trial using the control center – the computer would 
make sure they be compensated for the injustice they had suffered in the past three decades if they would just pursue 
hard enough. They must be quite surprised, first in August, 2016, when they didn’t win, and then in late December, 
2016, when they realized they were actually losing – just as the suspect was. Things simply didn’t turn out [the way] 
they had expected. Only gradually, in the coming months, would they realize that the “justice” which the “filter” 
enforces is not necessarily their notion of “justice” (“victim justice”) but BOL’s notion. General Petraeus has probably 
also suffered this same problem. It must be General Petraeus who had made the decision, in September 2016, for the 
CIA to countersue Russia in order to protect his Syrian project. The CIA might have briefed him on the control center. 
“We have helped BOL reactivate the trial... We got this ‘filter’ installed on the computer...” He thus thought that, since it
is the CIA which had helped BOL “restore justice”, the “filter” should surely enable the United States to win the current
trial against Russia in the end. Toward the end, however, the CIA and his team would actually get convicted – that must 
be quite a surprise to him. Apparently, he didn’t think of the fact that BOL might have an ICJ authorization to deceive 
the CIA just as the CIA had once deceived her. What’s not clear is whether General Petraeus has any notion about the 
contradiction between BOL’s program and the Bilderberg program which he has been implementing. (It is certainly 
under Henry Kravis’ tutelage that he decided to pursue his Syrian project.) In this sense, General Petraeus has also 
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KEY EPISODES

3 March: the TSA rejects all appeals from the SS women. The case is closed!
5 March: the SS women recruit the Murakami girls. The Murakami girls go to a law 
enforcement agency in Russia (“Sledkom”) to open a case about the suspect’s cyberstalking
of them. Thanks to Sledkom’s action, the ICJ judgment convicting Russia and its allies is 
temporarily suspended.
6 March: the SS women begin submitting testimonies to Sledkom.
9 March: the suspect talks to Wes: Sledkom’s evidence that Homeland Security is right 
about the suspect’s insanity.
10 March: the false accusation at AP and the Missionary Sisters have got the suspect to 
draw again. Turkey begins compensating Russia after it has lost in a “second ICJ trial”.
11 March: the SS women recruit Marie to the Murakami girls’ case.
12 March: the SS women report the suspect to the Green Party as he goes to Kennith’s 
rally.
14 March: the TMU shares its conclusion with Sledkom: the Homeland Security warning 
about the suspect is invalid. The SS women scramble their volunteers.
15 March: the Boss’ family intervenes to save Russia in the ICJ.
16 March: the SS women start a new round of complaints to Sledkom.
18 March: the SS women recruit Shizuka to the Murakami girls’ case – and Shizuka 
proceeds to sabotage the whole case.
19 March: did the SS women recruit Béatrice to the Murakami girls’ case? Shizuka is 
terribly sabotaging the SS women’s second round with Sledkom.
20 March: the SS women recruit Eva to join the Murakami girls’ complaint.
22 March: Sledkom is forced to dismiss the Homeland Security warning for the second 
time.
23 March: the SS women recruit Robin to join the Murakami girls’ complaint. The 
Russians obtain temporary evidence to keep themselves afloat in the ICJ.
24 March: the SS women recruit Gaurav to join the Murakami girls’ complaint. 
Nevertheless, thanks to Shizuka’s effort, Sledkom is forced to admit for the third time that 

misunderstood the “justice” which the “filter” is meant to restore. We must wonder whether the Russians have 
discussed this matter about the control center with the Trump campaign in July last year. Carter Page was speaking at 
New Economic School in Moscow on 6 July, whereas the Russians were alerting the Trump team on 9 July about the 
suspect’s upcoming trip to New York. By November, 2017, Page would be forced to admit that he had met with the 
deputy prime minister of Russia (presumably Dmitry Kozak) during his July 2016 trip. Perhaps Kozak had explained to 
Page: “There is this ‘filter’ inside the computer in the control center... We can eventually win this trial, which means 
you will be elected... You will just have to affirm Homeland Security’s information is correct... The ‘filter’ should 
enable you to succeed...” The CNN would report in September, 2017, that FBI’s counter-intelligence unit first noticed 
unusual contacts between Russian intelligence operatives and the Trump team in July 2016. It is probably during these 
contacts that the Russians shared with the Trump team their plan to win this ICJ trial using the control center. Alarmed 
by the development, the US Establishment then had the FBI obtain a FISA authorization to wiretap Manafort in early 
August 2016 – since the Secret Society women were probably talking to Manafort or Manafort’s assistants during this 
time. It is then the FBI which was wiretapping the Secret Society women, part of the intercepts the CIA would submit 
as evidence to the ICJ on 15 September, 2016, to initiate the US countersuit against Russia.’
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the Homeland Security warning in question is bullshit.
25 March: the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to save the case with Sledkom, 
but Shizuka comes in to ruin it again. 
27 March: the SS women try their best to provide Sledkom with evidences that the 
Homeland Security warning is at least right about the suspect’s plagiarism while Shizuka 
persistently tries to undermine their case behind their back. 
29 March: the back and forth continues between the SS women’s reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism and Shizuka’s undoing of their work.
31 March: the SS women’s operation during the Pizza Hut TI meeting.

March, 2017

For 1 March, the suspect will again feel irritated for the whole day. As for the SS women, strangely, on 
4:46 AM, they send the Long Keng volunteer to the suspect’s website (Rackspace Hosting): 

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:06 -0700] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:06 -0700] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 885 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:06 -0700] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:06 -0700] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:07 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:07 -0700] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:08 -0700] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"

Within 14 seconds, the SS women direct him to the front page:

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:20 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:46:20 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
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1 minute and 22 seconds later, they direct him to click on the conclusion to “Far Right”:

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:47:42 -0700] "GET /farrights/farright_sum.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
265589 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

7 minutes later, 4:54 AM, the SS women direct him to click on the second conclusion to “Far Right”. 

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:54:45 -0700] "GET /farright_sum/farright_sum2.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 119081 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6)
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

Then, 1 minute and 15 seconds later, 4:56 AM, the SS women direct him to click on “Conclusion to the
Syrian scandal”. 

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:56:00 -0700] "GET /conclusionrev10-2/conclusionrev10-2-
cnsrd.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 288134 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

Then, 41 seconds later, the “Marine essay”.

180.150.157.59 - - [01/Mar/2017:05:56:41 -0700] "GET /lepen3/lepen6.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 725423 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

The operation has lasted approximately 12 minutes. Are the SS women asking him to make a special 
report to the TSA in order to revive their case? For the rest of the day, the SS women would continue to
mobilize volunteers to look up images and chapters on the suspect’s website (decoys/ plagiarism). 
Then, 7:30 PM, a volunteer from Cavite City, Philippines, looks up the front page of The Secret 
History:

222.127.0.147 - - [01/Mar/2017:20:30:21 -0700] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10688 
"http://www.bing.com/search?q=redemption+icj&src=IE-SearchBox&first=11&FORM=PORE" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
222.127.0.147 - - [01/Mar/2017:20:30:23 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko" 
222.127.0.147 - - [01/Mar/2017:20:30:24 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko" 

What is this about? Part of the special report to the TSA?
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It’s now 2 March, a Thursday. 4:42 AM, a volunteer from Brussels looks up “Kulturindustrie”. The SS 
women will for the whole day continue to send volunteers to look up images on the suspect’s website 
(decoys/ plagiarism). Then, this afternoon, 3:17 PM, the suspect is talking to Wes on the phone. 

Conversation with Wes (02.03.2017):

The suspect is connected with Wes from 4:28:00 onward. (1) The suspect is upset that half of his saving
has gone into paying rent. He doesn’t like his new room. (2) The SS women are still trying to ban his 
website. Angelica has visited his website again. (Again, the suspect doesn’t yet understand that it’s not 
about banning his website but about the Homeland Security warning about him.) (3) The suspect will 
soon attend Zizek’s lecture. Alan Badiou, Ernst Bloch, and Gilles Deleuze. Baudrillard. The biography 
of J. S. Mill. (4) How to understand the current corruption: old problems are getting worse; it’s not new
problems. (5) The SS women have never gone inside the control center. All this expectation about their 
going inside the control center is due to Wes’ oracle in January last year. It should be the same 
Homeland Security CO chief who is inside the control center. (Yes! But it’s actually just the Monkey.) 
(6) The suspect’s canvassing with the Greens over the weekend. Steve looked like a Secret Service 
agent. The suspect wrongly assumes that the SS women were busy with the Greens. (7) John Sallis and 
Dr G. (8) Wes couldn’t go to the conference in Chicago for financial reasons. (9) A possible scenario 
about the current ICJ trial: his speculation about BOL is correct. Both he and Wes might have 
something significant to do within her plan. Reporters will one day come to Wes asking him about his 
oracles. The cult. The depowerment of the masses, and the necessity to lower people’s self-esteem. 
Perhaps Hillary Clinton is one of the few people who know that the previous ICJ trial has never ended. 
But she didn’t know that BOL’s sustainable civilization program is anti-feminist. (The suspect is 
certainly mistaken here again. Hillary doesn’t know shit!) (10) The control center is inactive again 
since this week. The suspect doesn’t know that this is because Russia has been convicted! (11) The 
suspect has second thought about the oracle “Keep the Dream alive”. (12) Zizek’s and Fraser’s critique 
of leftist politics and feminism. (13) The suspect has lost interest in Trump and the Mormon church. 
(14) Valerie Solanas, Joseph Smith, and SDW. The “American Experience” episode on Andy Warhol. 
(15) The psychological factor is not named in the analysis of political orientations. (16) Why Wes 
prefers Hillary Clinton. (17) The Cultural Code. Trump symbolizes “movement”. Interference on 
5:30:00! Yesterday the SS women seem to be passing a secret message to the suspect, “Redemption 
ICJ”. 

Certainly, all the wrong scenarios which the suspect has spoken of – Steve as a Secret Service agent, 
Hillary Clinton’s knowledge, the SS women’s “secret message” – could have become evidence in 
Russia’s favor, to help Russia stay afloat in the current ICJ case and lock up the previous ICJ trial for 
the time being – just in case the SS women’s appeal to the TSA shall fall on deaf ears again. 

Then, tonight, the suspect will attend Zizek’s lecture together with Daniel in UCLA. Note that, on 9:18 
PM, a volunteer from Jamaica, New York, is instructed to find “Old Testament” on the side panel of the
suspect’s Table of Contents. The SS women have thus spent another whole day trying to prove to the 
TSA that the suspect did plagiarize. Then, something strange: on 9:27 PM, Twitter notifies the suspect 
that somebody is trying to log into his Twitter account. This seems to indicate that, as the SS women 
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canvas the Internet looking for the suspect’s traces – desperate to save Russia’s case – they find this 
Twitter account which seems to belong to the suspect. They try to log in to see what happens – hence 
Twitter’s alert. (The suspect has so far not posted anything on his Twitter page.) Then, 1:58 AM, 
another visit to germaninvasion.html (supporting evidence that saxonwarrior.jpg is plagiarized material 
found on the suspect’s website). 

On 3 March, 5:30 PM, the suspect meets with the Missionary Sisters in the Visitors’ Center. Today’s 
topic is tithing. Nothing unusual. As for the SS women, something seems to have happened. While they
continue to send volunteers to look up images on the suspect’s website throughout the morning, their 
effort slows down after 2 PM, and, after 8 PM, they are completely absent. It’s perhaps the case that the
TSA has informed them in the afternoon that the agency will not change their decision. The suspect 
shall remain removed from all watchlists. The SS women thus have to conference tonight for solutions. 
(Homeland Security CO chief is probably talking to them as well.) Russia is fucked!

Now, 4 March, a Saturday. The suspect would spend the whole morning and afternoon canvassing the 
Chinatown area with his fellow Greens. Steve is also there. As for the SS women, they will continue to 
send volunteers to look up images on the suspect’s website. Decoys? Brainstorming how to prove to the
TSA that the suspect did plagiarize? 6:43 PM, a volunteer from Brooklyn, New York, looks up 
“Prelude-17D”. 6:50 PM, a volunteer from Quebec looks up the PP post. 8:47 PM, a volunteer from 
Bangkok looks up “TimelinePart-VIII-17B”. The SS women might simply be explaining the “problem”
to their volunteers: “He really did develop delusions about our going after him, and yet the TSA refuses
to believe us and validate the Homeland Security warning!” Then, soon after midnight, the suspect 
posts the video of Murakami’s 2014 concert on his Facebook. As shall be seen, it’s most likely the 
Russians who have ordered Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey to remotely control the 
suspect to do this. 3:15 AM, the SS women seem to be checking over the suspect’s Facebook looking 
for this new post. See! Something is up!

On 5 March, a Sunday, the suspect is at the Mormon church in the morning and chats with Daniel in 
Elysee in the afternoon. As for the SS women, they continue to mobilize volunteers throughout the 
whole day to look up images on the suspect’s website. 6:06 AM, they check the suspect’s Facebook 
again. 7:53 AM, again. 8:21 AM, again. 10:20 AM, the Hacienda Heights volunteer (Angel?) comes to 
look up the PP post for the fourth time (socal.res.rr.com). 

104.175.237.181 - - [05/Mar/2017:11:20:03 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
10_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.3.12 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14C92 
Safari/602.1"

She was last here on 3 January and 22 and 20 December, if you recall. Then, 10:25 AM, a very special 
visit: socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California.

172.91.64.15 - - [05/Mar/2017:11:25:35 -0700] "GET /gallery/himikodet2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 269397 
"http://m.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K; wv) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/113.0.0.16.70;]"

When the suspect sees this visit, he’d wonder whether this might be Glenn Chen (the Long Keng 
volunteer) or his associate. Whoever he is, this volunteer, along with the volunteers before him, would 
have seen the suspect’s latest post (Murakami’s 2014 concert). 12:01 PM, Facebook-checking again. 
2:19 PM, Facebook-checking again. Six volunteers in total have checked out the Murakami posting – 
are the SS women contemplating whether to recruit the Murakami girls to their campaign? Indeed! And
under Russian instruction! At the same time, a volunteer from the Netherlands looks up the suspect’s 
portrait of Kristin. The SS women are evidently spending the whole day implementing, under Russian 
instruction, a new plan to “save Russia” and its allies in the ICJ using the suspect’s posting of the 
Murakami concert. 

We should assume that, since the TSA has rejected the SS women’s appeal two days ago, the Russians 
have come up with this new idea of getting the women to complain to a Russian law enforcement 
agency instead which they can easily manipulate. And so, late last night, they remotely controlled the 
suspect to post Murakami’s video on his Facebook and then, today, ordered the SS women’s gang to 
make a big fuss about it and contact the Murakami girls. The Murakami girls would then be given the 
Homeland Security warning about the suspect (even though they might have already seen it as early as 
April 2014)2 and instructed by the Russian intelligence SVR to go to the police to file a report about 
becoming the object of this schizophrenic stalker’s terrifying obsession. We should assume that Kristin 
has requested to join in as well (although it’s most likely the case that she is working as US law 
enforcement’s mole inside the SS women’s operations). Although the Russian police is so corrupt that, 
under normal circumstances, they could not possibly be expected to investigate a made-up case of 
cyberstalking – especially when the stalker is all the way in America – the Russian intelligence would, 
in this case, instruct the police officers to take the Murakami girls’ claim very seriously since Russia’s 
national security is at stake. As the Russian police begin their investigation, their conclusion (that the 
SS women are telling the truth!) can then be submitted to the ICJ as evidence to temporarily suspend 
Russia’s (and its allies’) conviction. The only question is: which Russian police agency is now tasked 
with investigating the suspect’s cyberstalking of the Murakami girls? Presumably “Sledkom”, or the 
Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation, Russia’s federal police force. 

On 6 March, hearing begins officially in the ICJ in the case in which Ukraine accuses Russia of 
supporting terrorists in eastern Ukraine. As for the suspect, he will today pick up his new Taiwanese 
passport from the Taiwanese consulate. As for SDW, between 5 PM last night and 9 PM tonight, she 
will post a new post on her blog: “Hundreds of Marines investigated for sharing photos of naked 
colleagues (on Facebook)”. This is her first post since 24 February. Now that the Russian police are 
involved, perhaps she wants to produce some evidence for them of the suspect’s cyberstalking of her. 
This would however have to be a complicated process: since the suspect and the SS women are all 
located in the US, Sledkom will have to contact the Interpol, and the Interpol will have to work with a 
US law enforcement agency, presumably an investigative unit inside LAPD. Could it be the TMU 

2 Today is presumably also not the first time that the SS women should talk to the Murakami girls about the suspect. We 
recall that the SS women, led by Ekaterina, might have already talked to them back in April 2014.
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again? SDW would then be waiting for LAPD’s surveillance to pick up the suspect’s cyberstalking of 
her. This of course ensures that the Murakami girls’ complaint with Sledkom will never go anywhere. 
The Russians don’t really mind, since they are merely trying to buy time while waiting for the suspect 
to reconstruct up to what happened last September. 

Now that a new case is opened, the SS women, now in contact with the Murakami girls as “expert 
witnesses” for them, proceed to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s 
website to Sledkom (to demonstrate to them that the Homeland Security warning in question is totally 
accurate – as if any Russian person would need any convincing in this regard!). 2:52 PM, a volunteer 
from Salem, New Hampshire, looks up “Kulturindistrie” and reports to Sledkom saying the suspect is 
dangerous because, although he is severely delusional, he doesn’t believe he is really sick (Dr P’s 
favorite argument). 2:59 PM, a volunteer looks up the PP post while in Birmingham Public Library 
(Alabama) and reports to Sledkom that here he sees the suspect expressing bizarre delusions about his 
women victims’ going after him. Then, 3:11 PM, the same guy from yesterday comes again: 

172.91.64.15 - - [06/Mar/2017:16:11:58 -0700] "GET /gallery/himikodet2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 269397 
"http://m.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/113.0.0.16.70;]"

He is looking at the posting of the Murakami girls’ concert again. 3:13 PM, he clicks on the link 
underneath the posting: 

172.91.64.15 - - [06/Mar/2017:16:13:10 -0700] "GET /soft/soft.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 636597 
"http://m.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/113.0.0.16.70;]" 
172.91.64.15 - - [06/Mar/2017:16:13:11 -0700] "GET /soft/soft.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 636597 "-" 
"Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K)"

He is evidently (falsely) reporting to Sledkom saying the suspect has threatened to harm the Murakami 
girls along with the SS women as well as making racist hate speech against Mexicans and so on. Then, 
7:20 PM, another volunteer visits the suspect’s Facebook – probably to confirm the SM-G930F 
volunteer’s false report earlier. 9:20 PM, another visit to the suspect’s Facebook: another confirmation?
In other words, the SS women are trying to impress on the Sledkom investigators that the suspect, due 
to severe mental illness, is extremely dangerous and can be expected to seriously hurt the Murakami 
girls even though he is all the way in America. Then, between 12 and 4 AM, Angelica herself might 
have visited the suspect’s website. She might have also wanted to personally report to Sledkom saying 
the suspect keeps this terrifying website on which he describes his intention to hurt her. Sledkom, under
order from above, accepts all these testimonies on face value and totally respects the women victims’ 
“victim confidentiality”. Meanwhile, however, the LAPD and the Interpol are getting ready to share 
with Sledkom the evidences they have gathered demonstrating that these women victims are entirely 
making things up. 
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On the early morning of 7 March, 5:53 AM, the Salem volunteer from yesterday looks up 
“Kulturindustrie” again. Why does he have to offer the same testimony twice? Is it because the law 
enforcement officers on the American side are trying to catch him lying? As for the rest of the day, the 
SS women will mobilize many volunteers (including many students) to make false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism to Sledkom. While yesterday the SS women concentrated on reporting the suspect 
for being dangerous to other people due to severe mental illness, today they want to establish that he 
plagiarizes everyday. Note that, 3 PM or so, Kiersten, after going voting, tweets about it. Because 
Russian law enforcement is now validating her status as a “victim” of “violence against women”, she is
quite excited. She wants to show off to her audience how she’s a liberal woman championing the cause 
of the oppressed, appreciating the sacred nature, and very much engaged in public affairs. Then, 8:05 
PM, there is this special visit: socal.res.rr.com, Camarillo, California,

76.94.0.29 - - [07/Mar/2017:21:05:42 -0700] "GET /gallery/shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380066 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.12; rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/51.0"

Now that law enforcement on the American side is ready to fight back, the first thing they do is to send 
Shizuka in among the SS women to gather evidences of their frauds. (Here Shizuka is pretending to 
complain about the suspect to this Secret Society member in the Los Angeles region.) As for the 
suspect, this afternoon, when he is in Elysee, Elliot tells him that he will join the SS women for his 
sake. Bullshit!3 Then, after midnight, the suspect will have finished and uploaded “Prelude-G3H”. 2:11 
AM, he posts – probably being remotely controlled by the control center to do so – another of 
Murakami’s videos, “Telegram”, on his Facebook (along with a France 24 emission on Journée de la 
femme). Then, it seems that, between 2 and 4 AM, Angelica has visited the suspect’s website again. 
Why? Is it because the American side now wants her to offer her testimony about the suspect’s threat 
against her once again in order to catch her lying? 

On 8 March, the SS women will continue to mobilize their volunteers to submit false testimonies about 
the suspect’s plagiarism. There are however also other kinds of activities today. 8:16 AM, a volunteer 
from Santa Clara, California, looks up “Prelude-E4E”. Are the SS women reporting to Sledkom about 
how the suspect is even threatening Donald Trump? This is evidently a sting operation – since the 
Trump administration, having changed side, would now inform Sledkom behind the SS women’s back 
that these women are a bunch of pathological liars. 8:45 AM, the SS women’s volunteer checks up on 
the suspect’s Facebook. He would discover the suspect’s second posting of a Murakami video. Yahoo! 
The whole gang would again notify Sledkom that the Murakami girls are under tremendous threat as 

3 In: “elyseeaddiction_3_7_17_312PM.MP3”: In Elysee. Glory has a broken foot. 5:00, Elliot is telling the suspect about 
his books on Amazon. The suspect says he needs to write out his story of being gone after by the SS women even 
though it will have no literary value. Like Moby Dick. “I wish that, somebody, these women’s going after me might 
become a great American drama.” Now Elliot says he wants to join the SS women’s going after him. The suspect 
corrects him by pointing out that the SS women’s greatest allies are not the feminists but the far-right parties in Europe 
and that they are considered by the US government to be treasonous. The suspect promises to write a review for Elliot’s 
book on Amazon. 1:29:00, the suspect leaves to eat next door. 1:59:30, back in Elysee. 2:24:00, siren. (Reviewed until 
2:30:00.)
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the suspect continues to develop his obsession about them. 9:45 AM, another volunteer from Izmir, 
Turkey, looks up “Timeline-02-14”. Again, to report to Sledkom that the suspect is obsessed with Karin
and suffers from this delusion about how she is some sort of secret agent here to go after him. Probably
another trap: since the TMU would then confirm for the Sledkom investigators that the suspect is 
telling the truth! Then, 9:55 AM, a very strange visit (Opera Mini):

107.167.103.129 - - [08/Mar/2017:10:55:49 -0700] "GET /timelinepartVI/timelinepartVI-34.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 867403 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=zenmate+settings+for+iPhone+vodacom&client=ms-opera-mini-
android&channel=new&hl=en&sa=X&as_q=&nfpr=&spell=1&ved=0ahUKEwid7PDRvMfSAhUB6G
MKHQ8mAzkQvwUICg" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/22.0.2254/58.167; U; en) 
Presto/2.12.423 Version/12.16"

It seems that this volunteer is charged with the task of falsely reporting to Sledkom that the suspect 
keeps malware on his website. The Russians need these reports in the ICJ in order to prolong their life 
there. 6:28 PM, the SS women’s volunteer checks up on the suspect’s Facebook again. When he sees 
the posting “Journée de la femme”, he would also notice the suspect’s complaint: “If you are a man, 
you are 100 times more likely to work in the garbage disposal business than if you are a woman” and 
“60% of the poor in the US are women. Black women? White women?” He would certainly report to 
Sledkom saying that the suspect is again making hate speech against women on his Facebook.4 Then, 
amidst the excitement, 7:19 PM, the Slidell volunteer (Alexis?) comes to check up on the PP post 
again. (He was last here on 26 January).

24.179.53.43 - - [08/Mar/2017:20:19:19 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
10_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.4.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14D27 
Safari/602.1"

Another report to Sledkom about how the suspect threatens to harm the SS women due to suffering 
from bizarre delusions about their going after him. 8:23 PM, a volunteer checks the suspect’s Facebook
for the third time today. 

On 9 March, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the 
suspect’s plagiarism. 9:27 AM, a volunteer from Zapopan, Mexico, looks up “The Cheney Plan” 
(Introduction). 10:45 AM, a volunteer from Lahore, Pakistan, looks up TimelinePart-VIII. 

119.153.198.179 - - [09/Mar/2017:11:45:59 -0700] "GET /timelinepartVIII-13/timelinepartVIII-
17b.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 1476796 "http://www.google.com.pk/search?hl=en-
GB&redir_esc=&client=ms-android-samsung&source=android-browser-
type&v=133247963&qsubts=1489085179643&q=n%26v%3D133247963&v=133247963" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-gb; GT-S5830i Build/GINGERBREAD) 

4 Presumably it’s the Russians themselves who have ordered the Monkey to remotely control the suspect to post such 
misogynist statements.
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AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1" 
119.153.198.179 - - [09/Mar/2017:11:46:00 -0700] "GET /timelinepartVIII-13/timelinepartVIII-
17b.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 1594751 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-gb; GT-S5830i 
Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

The search term is so strange that it is evidently another false report about the suspect’s computer-
hacking using his website. 12:34 PM, a volunteer from UC Santa Cruz looks up “sci.pdf”. Another 
false report about the suspect’s hate speech against white women (comparing them to chimpanzees). 
2:46 PM, the SS women’s gang is looking up the suspect’s Facebook again – they would see the new 
post about Pussy Riot (“Pussy-Riot Aktivistin zum Frauentag”) in addition to Murakami’s “Telegram”, 
“Journée de la femme”, and Murakami’s 2014 concert. Would the Russian intelligence now instruct the 
Pussy Riot girls to add themselves to the Murkami girls’ complaint with Sledkom? Probably not. The 
Pussy Riot girls would be busy with other things; some of them would even escape Russia soon.5 2:28 
PM, another false report about the suspect’s computer-hacking. This is very important, since it’s 
otherwise not possible for the suspect to become any sort of danger to the Murakami girls when he is 
all the way in America! Then, 2:52 PM, the suspect is able to talk to Wes on the phone. 

Conversation with Wes (09.03.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 2:57:00. (1) The SS women have been working very hard. 
Angelica has visited. There is currently the replacement of evidences within this ICJ trial as well 
insofar as it has become part of the previous ICJ trial. If Russia loses or withdraws, it would be 
evidence for the previous ICJ trial, and the conspirators from the previous ICJ trial would permanently 
fall under the Macrospherians’ command. That’s why the US Establishment has agreed to reactivate the
previous ICJ trial in order to resolve the current ICJ trial. (Wow! What?) What’s going on in Turkey 
right now might have something to do with the previous ICJ trial. All these are wrong scenarios, and 
the Russians would certainly order Homeland Security and the SS women to submit all this to Sledkom
so that the latter can have evidence of the suspect’s schizophrenia – and so could the Russian 
intelligence have evidence in the ICJ to prolong their life there. (Except – the CIA really is trying to 
persuade the rest of the US national security Establishment that the reactivation of the previous ICJ 
trial is the best way to resolve the current ICJ trial!) (2) Zizek’s lecture from last week. The role played
by enjoyment (jouissance) in political orientations. Engleton’s obsession with Russian moles. 
Somebody inside the CIA has leaked the latest news piece about the Agency. (Probably another wrong 
scenario.) (3) Sleep deprivation. The suspect is feeling hyper. (4) How the suspect can address his 
grievance, his having no right to know what crime he has committed. Also his not having free-will. (5) 
The suspect is now less engaged in the Mormon church. (6) The suspect’s books in Wes’ basement. (7) 
Badiou and Fraser. (8) How did the SS women gain access to their conversations? (9) The difference 
between the resistance against global capitalism on the political left and that on the political right. (10) 
The suspect’s recent involvement with the Green Party. The SS women’s connection with the Green 
Party. It all looks like the replacement of evidence. Kenneth is the mirror image of Marion. This is 
another wrong scenario which the Russians can use as evidence of the suspect’s schizophrenia 

5 As shall be seen, the suspect would meet Pussy Riot’s Nadya Tolokonnikova face-to-face on 22 October next year. On 
that day, Nadya doesn’t seem to remember anything about him.
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(evidence to enable Sledkom to validate the Homeland Security warning about the suspect). (11) The 
attractive women at the Mormon church. (12) Polygamy in a Mormon fundamentalist branch. Why the 
Mormons attract the suspect. (13) If the FN loses, they can still come to power, because the reversal of 
the terrorist conspiracy would mean their coming to power to benefit the US instead (France will 
remain a US ally). Again, the suspect is coming close to the truth – which will save Russia – but not 
close enough: not yet. Le Pen vs Macron. Is there replacement of evidences here also? (14) Wes will 
teach Plato in his class at Hudson Valley College. (15) Jacqueline’s intrigue against Michael and Stacy. 

And so, overall, Sledkom has today’s conversation as further evidence to validate the Homeland 
Security warning about the suspect and the Russian intelligence is again safe in the ICJ for the time 
being. Then, 4:07 PM, a volunteer from Portland, Oregon, looks up soft.pdf. Probably a continuation of
the visit from 6 March: another report to Sledkom about the suspect’s express racism against Mexicans.
(The favorite of Angelica and Veronica.)6 4 AM, Lingual Consultancy sends the suspect a job offer via 
ProZ (Delhi, India). It would seem that it’s because the SS women have wanted new evidence to 
confirm the veracity of the “David Chin document”.

Amazingly, on 10 March, 4:29 AM, Youtube sends the suspect a notice: the Russian movie “Dark 
World” which the suspect has kept on his Youtube channel since 2014 is blocked in Austria, Germany, 
Luxembourg, and Switzerland. Evidently, the SS women and their Russian “co-victims” have also been
rummaging through the suspect’s Youtube channel looking for something to complain about. They saw 
“Dark World”, wanted to complain about the suspect’s violation of intellectual property laws, but 
couldn’t quite persuade Youtube to ban the suspect – probably because the CIA and those on the 
American side are instructing Youtube not to do so. When the suspect arrives in Asian Pacific, the hip 
Chinese guy is very rude to him – “You are not part of Wellness” – and then falsely accuses him of 
being aggressive.7 The suspect is very upset about it. One has to wonder – given that Russian law 
enforcement has started a new round of debate with US agencies about the suspect – whether the hip 
guy has been instructed by Homeland Security to so falsely accuse the suspect. The incident is at the 
very least programed from the control center – to enable the Russians to obtain more evidence 
confirming that the suspect is indeed a physical danger to other people just as the SS women have 
claimed. When the suspect is in Elysee late afternoon, he chats with Daniel about Nick Land and the 
“subject” in Lacan.8 Then he goes to the Visitors’ Center, waits a long time for the Missionary Sisters, 

6 In the original version, the interpretation at this point: “But it could also be because the suspect has mentioned several 
other Russian pop-music girls in this document!” Could we have been correct?

7 In “Apargument_3_10_17_1050AM.MP3”: the suspect arrives in AP and rings the door bell, and the chic Chinese guy 
says there is no lunch for him because he didn’t call. “But I don’t call anymore.” The chic guy says the suspect only 
comes on Friday anyway and is therefore not part of the Wellness Program. “But I have been coming almost everyday!”
He then accuses the suspect of “lying”. What? But he did come Tuesday, Wednesday… The chic guy: “Don’t get 
aggressive with me!” The suspect is so upset that he calls somebody at AP to ask why his case is not yet transferred 
from Edelman and why he’s not regarded as part of the Wellness Program. (Reviewed until 9:00.) It’s possible that the 
chic Chinese guy is so aggressive toward the suspect not because he has been instructed to do so by anybody, but 
merely because the Russians have at last ordered Homeland Security to show some of the people at AP the Homeland 
Security warning about the suspect. 

8 In: “ElyseeSisters_12_10_17_358PM.MP3” (3_10_17): 2:30, with Daniel. The suspect shows him the Zizek book. 
11:30, with Daniel again. Zizek and the signifier. How “enjoyment” is different in fascism than in communism. 57:00, 
over, back inside. 1:17:20, siren. 1:25:00, with Daniel again. Who’s in the anti-capitalist camp. Inventing the Future. 
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and finally meets up with them on 8:30 PM. The Missionary Sisters want him to draw portraits again! 
Our theory is that the CIA and US law enforcement have also recruited the Sisters and instructed them 
to get the suspect to draw. The LAPD and the Interpol would then share with Sledkom the new 
evidence proving that the SS women’s claim about the suspect’s lack of artistic talent is false. Toward 
the end, the suspect promises the Sisters that he will come to the concert on Sunday night.9

As for the SS women, they continue to mobilize their volunteers around the world to make false reports
about the suspect’s plagiarism. Then, 12:46 PM, a volunteer from Jonesboro, Georgia, makes this 
strange visit:

23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:46:59 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/anja.jpg?safesearch=off HTTP/1.1" 200 466292 "-" "Opal/
6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0" 
23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:47:11 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla2/eva.jpg?safesearch=off 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1247407 "-" "Opal/6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0" 
23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:47:18 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marine.jpg?
safesearch=off HTTP/1.1" 200 436942 "-" "Opal/6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0" 
23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:47:23 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/marion.jpg?
safesearch=off HTTP/1.1" 200 292539 "-" "Opal/6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0" 
23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:47:24 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/geert.jpg?
safesearch=off HTTP/1.1" 200 298122 "-" "Opal/6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0" 
23.113.69.201 - - [10/Mar/2017:13:47:25 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/xi.jpg?safesearch=off 
HTTP/1.1" 200 359193 "-" "Opal/6.11.3.0 CFNetwork/808.3 Darwin/16.3.0"

Is this a false report to Sledkom about the suspect’s obsession with and stalking of famous people using
his magnificent computer skill? (That is, in accordance with Homeland Security’s warning about him 
ever since 2007.) Then, 4:41 PM, another volunteer checks up on the suspect’s Facebook – and he 
would have discovered that the suspect has posted something new again, his portrait of Marie! There 
are then no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website for the next four hours. What are 
they busy with? Evidently with recruiting Marie to join the whole gang’s complaint process with 
Sledkom.    

This strange news should be noted: Erdogan and Putin sign a cooperation agreement today in Moscow 
covering over cooperation in Syria, nuclear and pipeline matters, and bilateral trades. Note especially 
the agreed-upon cooperation between Turkish and Russian special forces in Syria. US General Joseph 
Dunford also meets with Turkish and Russian generals in Antalya today to work out a more detailed 

1:35:10, Daniel leaves. 1:52:15, siren. 2:00:00, the suspect leaves. 2:33:00, on the bus. 2:40:00, off the bus. 2:53:00, in 
the Visitors’ Center. 2:59:00, a chat with a Mormon girl. 3:02:50, more Sisters. One from Utah, and the other from 
Hawaii. 3:34:00, the Sisters show up. Sister MLDND speaks French again. 3:37:00, the Sisters want the suspect to draw
again, and then bring him two children. The suspect draws the kid. 4:00:00, the suspect is showing the Sisters his web 
gallery on his laptop. Then they want him to come to the concert on the 12th. 4:06:00, the suspect leaves.

9 Hopefully, we have not made any mistake here. It’s equally possible that it’s the Russians who have ordered Homeland 
Security CO chief to order the Sisters to get the suspect to draw – so that Sledkom can have evidence that the suspect 
can’t draw!
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plan. The strange development between Russia and Turkey – there is more to come – increasingly 
suggests that Russia has sued Turkey in a confidential case in the ICJ for the latter’s support of ISIS 
and Al-Nusra in Syria – and won! Turkey is now convicted of supporting terrorists to harm Russia in 
violation of UN Resolution 1373 and must compensate Russia. This might be another reason why 
Ukraine has decided to sue Russia in an open case in the ICJ for Russia’s support of “terrorists” in 
eastern Ukraine. 

For the whole day of 11 March, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to Sledkom (in conformity to the Homeland Security warning 
about him). By noon, the suspect is at Elysee. He calls Derrick to inform him that he has decided not to 
go to the TI meeting tomorrow. Around 4:30 PM, a volunteer from Plovdiv, Bulgaria, makes an 
important false report about the suspect’s theft of other people’s artworks. The SS women are then busy
with something from 6:30 to 9:30 PM. As for the suspect, past 6 PM, he chats with Daniel about 
“revolution”, the “Event”, and the process to truth.10 From midnight to 5 AM the next morning, there 
are surprisingly no activities from the SS women on the suspect’s website. We must suspect that they 
are busy not only with connecting Marie to the Murakami girls, but also with talking to Jill Stein and 
Kenneth Mejia because of what would take place tomorrow. That is – at long last!

On the morning of 12 March, the suspect attends Sunday service at the Mormon church. Because, after 
the service, he has to wait a long time for Bishop John, he isn’t able to volunteer at the Green Party 
rally. He arrives at the rally only after 4 PM. Jill Stein shows up soon afterwards. Note that Mariam 
takes a picture of him: is she instructed by Homeland Security to do so? (Sledkom’s evidence that the 
suspect isn’t who he is, in conformity to Homeland Security’s November 2007 warning.) Later, when 
the suspect wants to take pictures together with Jill Stein, she hesitates. The suspect is thus convinced 
that the SS women have connected up with her and fed her with slanders about him. At night, he would 
re-post the video of the Green Party rally today on his Facebook.

Given the circumstances – i.e., the Russians’ current attempt to save the Homeland Security warning 
using Sledkom – we should assume that, this time, finally, the suspect is right: the Russians have sent 
Homeland Security CO chief last night to meet with Jill and Kenneth to show them the warning about 
the suspect and connect them with the SS women as “expert witnesses”. “This is a very dangerous, 
insane stalker with the habit of targeting famous politicians!” Kennth and Jill would of course be more 
disgusted than scared when they hear the SS women’s bizarre stories about the suspect. 

Thus, today, the SS women would, for the whole day, mobilize their volunteers to make false reports 
about the suspect to the Secret Service officers assigned to Jill and the associated Green Party 
personnel – trying to convince them that the Homeland Security warning in question is totally correct. 
The most important reports must be the two visits to “The Cheney Plan” during the first half of the day,
until 4 hours before the suspect’s arrival at the rally: 9:41 AM, T-Mobile USA, Tampa, Florida,

10 The recording of the suspect’s afternoon in Elysee is in: “elysee_3_11_17_1235PM.MP3”: in Elysee. With Elliot 
briefly. 7:30, a message for Derrick. 16:20, siren. 28:10, again. 35:10, again. 37:00, Derrick calls back. The suspect 
explains he’s not coming to the meeting tomorrow. 53:50, the suspect changes to Starbucks. (Reviewed until 3:05:00.) 
The recording of the suspect’s night in Elysee is missing. 
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172.56.27.157 - - [12/Mar/2017:10:41:47 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 730311 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; XT1031 Build/
KXB20.9-1.10-1.18-1.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.92 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 

Then, 12:20 PM, T-Mobile USA, Tampa, Florida,

172.56.27.148 - - [12/Mar/2017:13:20:38 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 730311 "http://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; NXA116QC164 
Build/LRX21V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/39.0.2171.93 Safari/537.36" 

The two volunteers must be related – or maybe even the same person who somehow has two phones. 
Presumably, in order to help the SS women’s case with Sledkom, even Boss Cheney’s family has 
affirmed that the Homeland Security warning in question is totally correct, so that this volunteer is 
merely here to report on the “delusions” which the suspect has supposedly developed about the Boss 
the bigger politician. It would then be because of the bad stories Jill and Kennth have heard about the 
suspect that they both appear to not want to have anything to do with him during the rally.11 

Important happening in the international domain on 13 March. Turkey breaks off relationship with the 
Netherlands today. We can be confident that, because Turkey has lost to Russia in a second ICJ trial 
over terrorism, it now has to play out Russia’s program, which consists in getting Turkey to gradually 
sever ties with the West in order to better integrate the country into Russia’s sphere of influence. 

As for the SS women, they continue for the whole day today to mobilize their volunteers to make false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. 6:40 PM, Karin sends out an email informing everyone that she 
has founded a new meetup, “Cultural Diversity”. The suspect wonders whether she is doing so only in 
order to lure him to infiltrate the group. (So that Sledkom can have more evidence of his cyberstalking, 
in conformity to the Homeland Security warning about him.) But the suspect will never bother to join 
her new group! 6:53 PM, a volunteer from Virginia Beach, Virginia, looks up the suspect’s portrait of 
Geert. Geert’s party seems to be also part of the new case opened against the suspect with Sledkom.

On 14 March, some time early in the day, Kiersten tweets something mysterious: “Tomorrow is the 
Ides of March: sic semper tyrannis.” Somehow she is, along with the rest of the SS women, under the 
impression that their case with Sledkom in the past 8 days has been very successful – thanks to these 
Russians, the International Court of Justice is about to issue a judgment declaring them “victims” of the

11 Later on, on 12 November, Kenneth and a fellow Green, Reed, would virtually admit to the suspect that the SS women 
have been in contact with them, and so with Jill, which means that, perhaps, tonight is indeed the SS women’s first 
contact with the Green Party. What is noteworthy is that the SS women are in the habit of warning the Greens that the 
suspect is dangerous because he likes to record his conversations with people and then put the recordings on his 
website, thus violating people’s privacy. The women of course would not explain, because they actually don’t really 
understand, the real reason why the suspect records his conversation with people and why he puts many, but not all, of 
the recordings on his website: because there is always an operation on him, from the governments or from the SS 
women themselves, and because his recordings are the evidence from which he reconstructs the course of the ICJ trial.
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suspect’s terrorism. They are apparently unaware that the TMU and the Interpol are again working with
the CIA to undermine their case behind their back. As for the suspect, he has his interview at the 
Deseret Industries in the afternoon. He fails it, and, upset, he performs MSSGDP. Dr P would soon 
report this to both US law enforcement and Sledkom. When, 6 PM, the suspect meets with Daniel in 
Elysee, they talk about how to classify various political orientations. The suspect also talks to a pollster
tonight about raising construction workers’ wages. (Any evidence here?)

As for the SS women’s operation on the suspect’s website today: 10:24 AM, the SS women send in the 
same Los Angeles volunteer to check the suspect’s Facebook:

172.91.64.15 - - [14/Mar/2017:11:25:05 -0600] "GET /gallery/dr-paradis.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 420694 
"http://m.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-G930F Build/MMB29K; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/114.0.0.20.70;]" 

Probably a complaint on Marie’s behalf. The SS women then continue to mobilize their volunteers to 
look up images and chapters on the suspect’s website. Some are false reports, but others are probably 
just decoys. Then, 5:26 PM, it’s the Long Keng volunteer: Rackspace Hosting, Hong Kong.

180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:26:06 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:26:06 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 885 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:26:07 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:26:07 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:26:08 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 

5:27 PM, he clicks on “The Origin of Western Minor Patriarchy” from the Table of Contents.  

180.150.157.10 - - [14/Mar/2017:18:27:04 -0600] "GET /1/originofmonogamy.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
1596743 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

Just another very special false report to the TMU/ Sledkom affirming that the suspect did plagiarize. 
(For this purpose, the SS women have instructed him to choose an unfinished chapter.) Then, 1:03 AM,
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a strange visitor from Los Angeles (socal.res.rr.com):

45.49.189.252 - - [15/Mar/2017:02:03:09 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36" 
45.49.189.252 - - [15/Mar/2017:02:03:10 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36"

Another special report! Who is this?

On 15 March, 5:20 AM, another volunteer seems to be making a special report: kya.res.rr.com, Fort 
Mitchell, Kentucky.

74.137.96.30 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:20:32 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEVimFMclYGWkAkFEPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTByNXM5bzY5BG
NvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMzBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--/RV=2/RE=1489609221/RO=10/RU=http
%3a%2f%2fwww.enlightenment1998.com%2fthermex2.html/RK=0/
RS=mLDkVk8lOX7.OGv32UUwoa3IwJw-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:51.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0" 
74.137.96.30 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:20:34 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 885 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0" 
74.137.96.30 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:20:34 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0" 
74.137.96.30 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:20:34 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; 
rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0" 
74.137.96.30 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:20:35 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0"

Then, 5:58 AM, it’s the Long Keng volunteer making a special report again: LogicWeb Inc, SoftLayer, 
Edison, New Jersey. 

173.239.198.22 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:58:12 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
173.239.198.22 - - [15/Mar/2017:06:58:12 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

6 minutes later, 6:04 AM, he clicks on “The Cheney Plan” from /.
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173.239.198.22 - - [15/Mar/2017:07:04:49 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 730311 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

And so this time he seems to be making a complaint on behalf of the Boss’ family! All the happening 
since yesterday seems to suggest that, precisely yesterday, those on the American side (the TMU and so
on) have communicated their conclusion to Sledkom, that the Homeland Security warning about the 
suspect is worthless and that this group of “expert witnesses” is merely bullshitting. Although Sledkom 
has their order from above to validate the Homeland Security warning in question at all cost, they 
simply can’t dismiss the evidences which the TMU’s confidential informants have brought out of the 
SS women’s organization. What to do? As the Russians are about to get convicted again in the ICJ for 
the current case and the previous ICJ trial is at risk of being reactivated again, the Boss’ family comes 
forward to temporarily save the day. There might be some truth in the Homeland Security warning after
all! Sledkom shall thus continue to “investigate”. 

The SS women must be terribly disappointed and mystified by the Sledkom’s failure and, after the 
special reports, thus continue to mobilize their volunteers to brainstorm for solutions. 2:30 PM, a 
volunteer from Switzerland is checking again the suspect’s traces on Charles Krüger’s website. Is 
Charles also asked to complain about the suspect? 3:35 PM, Geert’s portrait. Is Geert’s team also asked 
to complain in order to help Russia? 7:37 PM, an Orlando volunteer is asked to report on the PP post. 
Around 10 PM, a volunteer from Carmichael, California, looks up “Timeline-02-14” (Comcast Cable).

73.90.211.155 - - [15/Mar/2017:23:03:28 -0600] "GET /timeline_02_14-3/timeline_02_14-3f.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1681730 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; 5054N Build/
LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36"

A complaint on behalf of Karin? Since Sledkom has decided to continue to investigate thanks to Boss 
Cheney’s family’s intervention, all these must be reports confirming that Homeland Security has 
always been right about the suspect.

On early morning of 16 March, a Thursday, the SS women’s volunteers look up the suspect’s portraits 
of Shizuka (Dallas, Texas) and his “Marine essay” (Taylors, South Carolina). As a new round of 
“investigation” and “reporting” has started, the TMU reactivates Shizuka while the Partisans are trying 
to help Russia win. Then, 8:27 AM, the Long Keng volunteer calls up the pages he visited yesterday 
from his browser: thermex2.html and “The Cheney Plan” (Rackspace Hosting, Hong Kong):

180.150.157.9 - - [16/Mar/2017:09:27:15 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.9 - - [16/Mar/2017:09:27:15 -0600] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 730311 "http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
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….

More special reports? Or did he do this by accident? Then, 12:31 PM, the SS women’s volunteer from 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, looks up the suspect’s portrait of Geert. (The search term: “Geert Wilders, 
Pen” (sic).) Another report to confirm that the suspect is indeed obsessed with Geert, in perfect 
conformity to the Homeland Security warning about him. Then, 2:26 PM, the suspect has a phone 
conversation with Wes outside Chrysalis.

Conversation with Wes (16.03.2107)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 6:00. (1) The suspect believes that the SS women were observing
him from surveillance when he was at the rally on Sunday. All because Jill Stein showed up. (Right.) 
Maybe they told the Green Party that they could get an ICJ judgment in their favor if they would 
sacrifice the suspect. (Wrong.) The SS women were disappointed that his website was not banned. 
(Wrong.) (2) The suspect expresses doubt about the Mormon church. He didn’t get the job at Deseret 
Industries because of his criminal history. Maybe he is not the right person for the church. (3) His 
theory is that the CIA has gained an upperhand, that the FN is going to lose, but that the SS women 
believe they are winning. The former of the scenarios is correct! It’s not however enough for the 
Russians to declare a conspiracy against them; it has thus only motivated them to buy more time. (4) 
The election in the Netherlands: Geert has lost. It would seem that Geert’s party has also joined the SS 
women’s campaign. Marine will not win the election next month. (All correct!) (5) The Russians’ 
losing has become evidence in the previous ICJ trial, so that their victory in the previous ICJ trial is 
secure. Wrong! Turkey is moving away from Europe right now. How the Macrospherians will divide 
the “spoils” from the previous ICJ trial: France, Turkey, and Italy. All wrong! (6) Deleuze’s Capitalism 
and Schizophrenia. A revolution to change people’s life-style. He will not be able to implement his 
program unless he has BOL’s help. Sure! Naomi Klein’s new book and Badiou. (7) A fake website 
which the SS women have created (the fake lawrencechin2011.com). There is a group of people 
working full time to destroy his work. Somebody has copied his entire Thermodynamic Interpretation 
of History Table of Content and put it on his blog. He is looking more and more like Joseph Smith: 
Smith was also accused of plagiarism. What to do about these fake websites which the SS women have 
created to attribute to him? How is he going to explain this to people in the future? (8) Hannah Arendt’s
On Revolution. If people don’t remember why the revolution was fought, then the revolution has failed.
Arendt’s The Human Condition. The suspect hangs up on 52:00.

6:30 PM or so, the SS women check the suspect’s Facebook again. Marie’s portrait is also still there. Is 
Marie asked to make more complaints for this new round? 7:47 PM, a volunteer from Stevenson 
Ranch, California, receives the link to Timeline-02-14.12 

99.100.6.172 - - [16/Mar/2017:20:47:28 -0600] "GET /timeline_02_14-3/timeline_02_14-3f.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 1681730 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; ZTE-Z831 Build/MMB29M; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/45.0.2454.95 Mobile Safari/537.36" 

12 Stevenson ranch is in the Santa Clarita Valley. 
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Presumably another complaint about the suspect’s obsession with, and delusions about, Karin. Then, 
past midnight, the SS women continue to send volunteers to look up images on the suspect’s website as
a way to decoy him. 

On 17 March, the suspect goes to the job fair with the Asian Pacific crew in the morning and then, 
afternoon, almost accepts a job of ghost writing. By night however, he will change his mind and 
decline the job.13 He again spends the afternoon in Elysee chatting with Daniel14 and the night in the 
Visitors’ Center with the Missionary Sisters.15 Tonight the Sisters would ask him to draw another 
portrait of Sister Lopez. Perhaps they are instructed by Homeland Security again to trick the suspect 
into demonstrating his artistic skill. Hence the suspect is having difficulty tonight. He continually 
complains about his bad decision in getting an apartment beyond his means (he’d rather be homeless in
order to save money), and Sister MLDND scolds him for his bad attitude. They then watch the movie 
about the “disabled stone mason”. As for the SS women’s operation today, they merely seem to be 
submitting more false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism and impersonation. 4:56 PM, a volunteer 
from Niagara Falls looks up “Poisonous Friends, II”. This seems to be the first time that they have even
discovered this chapter. It could certainly furnish them with more evidence of the suspect’s delusions 
about their going after him as part of some government conspiracy. 8:48 PM, they check up on his 
Facebook again. Perhaps to remind the various law enforcement agencies that Marie in Quebec is also 
complaining about it. Almost 11 PM, a volunteer in Seoul, South Korea, files a complaint on behalf of 
Shizuka. To add force to their case with Sledkom, the SS women are adding Shizuka to the Murakami 
girls’ complaint, completely unaware that Shizuka has in fact been working as a law enforcement mole 
inside their organization.

On 18 March, the SS women continue, for the whole day, to send volunteers to look up the suspect’s 
images on his website, both to report him for plagiarism and as a way to decoy him. 7:17 AM, a 
volunteer from Brisbane reports the suspect for harassing Shizuka with his portrait of her. (Again, the 
SS women have fallen into a trap here.) Then, after midnight, the suspect posts three videos from Ms 
Martin on his Facebook: “Tous les garçons et les filles”, “Comme des enfants”, and “Place de la 

13 We shall take special notice of this episode.
14 In: “elysee_3_17_17_142PM.MP3”: The suspect answers a call from Paul Mendez, the ghost writing master. The 

description of the job, and the payment method through Paypal. 11:00, in Elysee. Is the suspect talking to Glory? 
Nothing in the rest of the recording.

15 In: “elyseedaniel_3_17_17_414PM.MP3”: the suspect calls Sister MLDND to make sure she wasn’t upset that he 
missed the concert last Sunday. 5:00, he tells Daniel so. 8:00, with somebody from the Green Party. (Duy?) 12:50, with 
Daniel. The Mormons. Daniel discourages the suspect from this ghost writing job. Hannah Arendt, Derrida, Deleuze, 
Heidegger, and John Sallis. 27:15, Sister MLDND calls. 51:50, with Mariam on the phone. 1:13:30, siren. 1:27:40, 
siren. 1:32:00, a call. 1:42:00, with Daniel briefly. 1:48:20, the suspect leaves to eat dinner. 2:25:00, back in Elysee. 
2:57:00, the suspect leaves. On the bus. 3:35:00, in the Visitors’ Center. 3:42:00, the Sisters. The suspect expresses 
regrets about renting his new room. They want him to draw Sister Lopez. She’s leaving Wednesday, 9:45 PM. The 
suspect is so upset at one point that she uses the word “damn”, causing Sister MLDND to scold him. Sister MLDND 
studied chemistry in college. Sister Lopez’s name is “Zuly” (?). The suspect complains about his criminal history. The 
bad experience at Deseret Industries. Sister MLDND suggests that the suspect learns to pray. 4:18:00, a video on a 
disabled Mormon mason (who lost his leg during an accident with a cow). 4:40:50, the suspect mentions Daniel to 
Sister Lopez (since Daniel is also from Peru). 4:42:00, Sister Lopez mentions where she’s going back to in Peru. 
4:43:00, the suspect bids the Sisters goodbye.
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République”. Plus his painting of Robin. It’s evidently because the reporting has been going very badly 
– especially given Shizuka’s meddling in the morning – that the Russians have ordered Homeland 
Security CO chief to remotely control the suspect to do this. The SS women will be jubilant over this: 
it’s time to recruit Ms Martin to their case. (Again?) Meanwhile, Robin is of course already in the 
game. 

19 March, 5:43 AM, the SS women’s volunteer from Yokohama, Japan, looks up the suspect’s portraits 
of Shizuka again. Evidently the SS women are counting on Shizuka to make the decisive complaint – 
unaware that she is here to sabotage them. 8:13 AM, a volunteer from Jakarta makes another false 
report on behalf of Shizuka (using compupics.com). 9:36 AM, a volunteer from Spain looks up soft.pdf
– probably another complaint about the suspect’s express racism toward Mexicans, in conformity to 
Angelica’s claims about him. 1:22 PM, another volunteer from Brazil makes a false complaint on 
behalf of Shizuka. You can thus be sure that, whether or not Ms Martin has joined the latest case with 
Sledkom as yet, Shizuka has already furnished the TMU with enough evidence of the SS women’s 
fraud, which the TMU would again “share” with Sledkom. As for the rest, the SS women continue to 
mobilize their volunteers to make false complaints about the suspect’s plagiarism. (They might have 
instructed the Griffith University volunteer to forge evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism again.)

On the early morning of 20 March, the suspect posts Prof. Fraser’s video (“Re-reading Polanyi”) on his
Facebook. 6:32 AM, a volunteer from Argentina looks up the suspect’s portrait of Eva. Are the SS 
women now asking Eva to add her complaint as well to the Murakami girls’ case with Sledkom in order
to achieve the “breakthrough” that is needed? Meanwhile, the SS women continue to mobilize other 
volunteers to falsely report the suspect for plagiarism. 10:58 AM, they send a volunteer to search for 
“Prelude-G3H” with the search terms “SM-J120F room Maroc”. What is this about? This seems to be 
the first time that the SS women have discovered this new document. The search term is so strange that 
it must be related to the Russians’ attempt to discredit the CIA’s evidence of the suspect’s genius in the 
ICJ. 11:06 AM, Lingual Consultancy sends another job offer to the suspect via ProZ. Is it related to the 
SS women’s operation? Do they still need a confirmation that the “David Chin document” is the 
suspect’s genuine confession? Then, 11:21 AM, Dorit sends an email to the suspect asking how well he 
did on TestDaf. Is this related to the SS women’s operation? The SS women then seem to be busy in the
afternoon until 5 PM – they are probably busy with connecting Eva with Sledkom. They have no idea 
that they are compromising their own case by connecting so many moles with Sledkom so that, when 
Sledkom shall have received so many reports from the supposed victims themselves that these 
American women are a bunch of frauds, they simply couldn’t act on their superiors’ instruction. 5:10 
PM, the SS women send in another volunteer (Dallas, Texas) to make a false complaint on behalf of 
Shizuka (using compupics.com again), then two more volunteers to testify that the suspect’s bizarre 
delusions about his women victims as seen on the PP post do indicate that he poses tremendous danger 
to them. No use. Sledkom couldn’t possibly persuade their American partners to act. Then, the late 
archiving of the suspect’s log in the next morning seems to suggest that, because Angelica is eager for a
breakthrough, she has herself visited, and reported on, the suspect’s website again after midnight. 

Throughout 21 March, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to submit evidences of the 
suspect’s violation of intellectual property laws (plagiarism and theft of other people’s artworks). 8:38 
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AM, the SS women’s volunteer makes another complaint on behalf of Shizuka (Google proxy). 

66.102.6.198 - - [21/Mar/2017:09:38:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/singer.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 46024 "http://
compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36" 
66.102.6.194 - - [21/Mar/2017:09:38:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
218052 "http://compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

That is, Shizuka continues to sabotage the SS women’s complaint process behind their back! 
Meanwhile, the suspect would have, this afternoon, another chat with Daniel when he is in Elysee, this 
time about feminism.16 Then, between 5 and 6 PM, a volunteer from Berlin looks up “Prelude-D4K” 
and “Prelude-E4E”. It could be that he is talking to the Interpol or Sledkom right at this moment 
testifying that the suspect has indeed expressed bizarre delusions about his women victims’ 
involvement in government conspiracies and is therefore very dangerous to them. Or he could be part 
of the Trump administration’s effort to compromise the SS women’s case behind their back (now that 
the Trump team has had to ally themselves with the CIA). By 12:11 AM, the suspect has posted several 
more messages on Facebook (Deutschland Funk’s report on the investigation of the Trump-Russia 
connection). Merely 9 minutes later, the SS women have already got wind of the new posting and come
to take a look. (They are evidently looking for more materials to complain about, perhaps in regard to 
the complaint on behalf of Trump this afternoon.) Then, because Bluehost has again failed to archive 
his log past 4 AM, the suspect would again suspect that Angelica has visited his website between 
midnight and 4 AM.

On 22 March, throughout the whole day, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism. This afternoon, when the suspect is in Santa Monica Public
Library, the Missionary Sisters call him.17 When he is in Elysee later, he has another chat with Daniel. 
Daniel tries to introduce him to Bernard Stiegler’s work.18 Then, 12:41 AM, a volunteer from La 

16 In: “elyseedaniel_3_21_17_318PM.MP3”: In Elysee. With Elliot. Elliot: “Jobs are overrated.” 18:30, with Elliot briefly.
1:26:00, sire. 2:02:00, with Daniel. Heidegger’s Black Notebook. The Jewish people are actually more “Western” than 
ordinary Westerners. Antisemitism actually reveals the Western man’s sense of alienation from his own Western culture.
2:14:50, Fraser on Polanyi. Feminism’s aim is the reinforcement of capitalism. The parallel between the Protestant ethic
and the feminist ethic. Daniel on Kristeva and the like: the West as “forgetting” and “deconstruction”. Ivanka Trump’s 
similar “feminist ethic”. Daniel on “Misandry”. The true “enjoyment” among the feminists/ liberal progressives: to have
a good time rather than fighting for justice. Nick Land again. 2:49:30, over, back inside. With Elliot briefly. 2:57:30, the
suspect leaves. 3:13:00, on the bus. (Reviewed until 4:00:00.)

17 In: “sister_3_22_17_236PM.MP3”: Sister Lopez has left. The suspect is sad because he can’t find a job. “When people 
see me, they immediately know there is nothing wrong about me.” He then wonders whether the Mormon church is too 
strict, and he complains about how the Deseret Industries doesn’t want him. Sister MLDND’s new partner is Sister 
Hernandez. To meet on 7:45 PM Friday. Sister MLDND reminds the suspect to not blame things on the church. 

18 In: “elyseeelliotdaniel_3_22_17_427PM.MP3”: in Elysee. 1:04:00, briefly with Elliot. 1:15:00, with Elliot again. 
1:28:20, siren. 1:32:00, again. 2:00:00, Daniel shows up. 2:07:30, with Daniel. Some lectures on Hegel. Daniel’s long 
post about Nick Land on Facebook. The suspect’s writing sample for Humboldt. The concept of McDonaldization. 
(Daniel has never heard of it.) How McDonaldization is different from instrumental reason and literalism. Stiegler. 
2:25:00, the conversation over. 2:58:30, with Daniel again. Daniel once met Stiegler when he came to UCLA to give a 
talk. Daniel on political correctness and the revolutionary praxis. Existing communism is such a corruption of Marxism.
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Mirada, California, makes a report about the suspect’s delusions about his women victims’ going after 
him (T-Mobile USA).

172.58.17.39 - - [23/Mar/2017:01:41:48 -0600] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
G550T1 Build/MMB29K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Then, past 4 AM, the SS women look up the suspect’s posting of his painting of Robin on his 
Facebook. It seems that they have decided to add Robin as well as Marie, Eva, Kristin, and Shizuka to 
the Murakami girls’ complaint with Sledkom. Clearly, Sledkom has already made known their 
increasing difficulty in affirming that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect is correct, and 
the SS women’s solution is simply to add more victims. All this is of course too late since Shizuka, and 
maybe Eva as well, have already been reporting to Sledkom saying that the SS women are a bunch of 
fraudsters and that the suspect has not harassed them at all, making it increasingly impossible for the 
Sledkom investigators to carry out the SVR’s instruction to respect these American women’s “victim 
confidentiality” and validate their, and the Murakami girls’, complaints.

Now, 23 March, a Thursday. 7:38 AM, a volunteer looks up “Prelude-17D” with the search terms, “the 
role of English as an international language”. What is this about? This is clear indication that too many 
unfavorable evidences have already entered into the ICJ and that the Russians have therefore the need 
for some temporary evidence to stay off their conviction in the current case and prevent the reactivation
of the previous ICJ trial. Then, for the rest of the day, the SS women would continue to mobilize their 
volunteers to report on the suspect’s plagiarism, impersonation, and delusions about them in the PP 
posts. Then, 7:07 PM, a volunteer from Quito, Ecuador, is instructed to forge more evidence of the 
suspect’s plagiarism. Clearly, the Russians desperately need some temporary evidence in the ICJ to 
demonstrate that there might be some truth in the Homeland Security warning about the suspect after 
all. Then, after midnight, there are virtually no activities on the suspect’s website. The SS women are 
busy with something late at night. Perhaps conferencing about how to prove to Sledkom that Homeland
Security is all right about the suspect. Again!

For the whole day of 24 March, the SS women would continue to mobilize their volunteers to make 
false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism and delusions about them and impersonation in the PP 
posts. Then, 8:24 AM, a volunteer from Calgary, Alberta, looks up “My experience...” Evidently, the 
SS women now want to add Gaurav to the Murakami girls’ complaint as well, thinking that this might 
help them revive their dying case with Sledkom. Hardly! As for the suspect, he gets to talk to Wes on 
the phone on 2:20 PM today. 

Conversation with Wes (24.03.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 1:46:30. (1) Should he work as a ghost writer? (2) He has 

Badiou’s communism. Dialectics and “theory”. 3:19:30, over, back inside. 3:22:30, in El Pollo Loco. Out. 4:08:00, on 
the bus. Nothing more in the rest. (Reviewed until 4:55:00.)
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developed a speedier method of reconstruction. The current ICJ trial is characterized by the continual 
cycle of dismissal and revival. The suspect wonders whether he might be correct in assuming that the 
Russian side is now on the defensive in the ICJ. The CIA might have obtained a judgment stipulating 
that Russia and the National Front have conspired with a bunch of terrorists, namely the SS women. 
The suspect is quite close to the truth here! But it’s not yet enough to save Russia! However, none of 
this fits in with the suspect’s preconception, that the current ICJ trial is orchestrated by the Russians 
themselves to replace the previous one to compensate for the conspiracy against Russia in the previous 
round. “Nobody can ever win and nobody can ever lose. There must be a point!” Yet he doesn’t see the 
point. (3) How did his new German tutor, Dorit, get connected with the SS women? Maybe Homeland 
Security has recruited her. Indeed! (4) What if the SS women shall broadcast an alert about him among 
German universities? But the German Establishment is on the side of the CIA and will broadcast the 
warning about the SS women instead over there. Can the suspect benefit from all this? But the victims 
of slander never really recover from it – unless the recovery is conducted by the government. (5) Dorit 
believed he was going to Germany and that’s why the Secret Service was investigating him. Wrong! (6)
The suspect’s difficulty in getting a job. It has happened three times: the employer would decline the 
suspect’s inquiry about a job offer merely upon seeing him. (That’s how ugly he is!) (7) Why the SS 
women feel wronged by the authority: their rationale is that, since the suspect is so detestable in looks, 
they have the right to want him dead, and they don’t understand why law enforcement doesn’t buy that.
(Sort of true!) (8) There seems to be a conspiracy to exclude the suspect from American society. And 
yet there is no such conspiracy. It’s all based on his looks. Similarly, when the SS women make false 
reports about the suspect, law enforcement won’t arrest them. It’s again because he is considered 
inferior that law enforcement does not feel obliged to protect him from false accusations. (9) The 
suspect is hesitating about sending his entire critical theory paper to Humboldt University. The suspect 
talks about Fraser, and then Jaeggi. Then his new McDonaldization paper.19 (10) Wes suggests that he 
get a job at the post office. (11) The SS women have so many volunteers in Germany. (12) Why can’t 
the US and Russia come to a compromise? Russia can’t lose, and yet can’t win... There is something 
wrong with his preconception, the trial shouldn’t be pointless and continue forever… (Right!) (13) The 
suspect and Wes then become engaged in a discussion as to why people judge others by appearance, 
but only in regard to certain parts of the appearance. What exactly are the criteria? Wes: only those 
aspects that one can choose to alter. The suspect: people believe they are allowed to judge others by 
appearance when the appearance in question is indicative of a character problem. This philosophical 
discussion continues to the end of the conversation.

Note that two persons seem to be loitering around the suspect just to verify that it’s indeed the suspect 
who’s talking on the phone. Evidently, the suspect’s conversation today is the CIA’s evidence that he 
isn’t insane. Sledkom, and so the Russian intelligence SVR, are in big trouble. Afterwards, the suspect 
would be at the Visitors’ Center meeting with the Missionary Sisters.20 As for the SS women, they 

19 Again, this essay “Rationalization, McDonaldization, and Increasing Stupidity of Human Beings” will become quite 
significant later on. 

20 In: “elyseeelliotsisters_3_24_17_517PM.MP3”: In Elysee. 10:00, the suspect talks to Elliot. He mentions “the women 
going after my website”, “my status as a terrorist suspect’, and “I’m a terrorist by virtue of the messages I posted…” 
27:00 – who is the suspect talking to? It turns out that Elliot is introducing the suspect to Brittany Pettibone and Lauren 
Southern (43:30). Note this: this is how the suspect gets to know about Brittany. 56:30, with Elliot again. 1:58:00, as the
suspect bids Elliot goodbye, the latter mentions the channel “The Virtues of the West”. The suspect is now going to the 
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believe they are making a decisive case tonight. 5:54 PM, they have a volunteer make another 
complaint on behalf of Shizuka – not knowing that they are compromising their own case in this way 
(Google proxy, Asia):

64.233.173.128 - - [24/Mar/2017:18:54:23 -0600] "GET /gallery/singer.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 46024 
"http://compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G935F Build/
NRD90M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
64.233.173.130 - - [24/Mar/2017:18:54:25 -0600] "GET /gallery/kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
218052 "http://compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G935F
Build/NRD90M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

Note that this is the fourth time that volunteers are using compupics.com to complain for Shizuka’s 
sake. 6:29 PM, a volunteer from Cumming, Georgia, makes a report about the suspect’s front page. 
(What?) 7:58 PM, somebody looks up one of the suspect’s new Facebook messages. 8:55 PM, a 
volunteer from Oceanside, California, is sent the link to acad.html, and she goes from there to 
thermex2.html and, 9:04 PM, clicks on originofmonogamy.pdf. She’s probably filing a false report 
about the suspect’s plagiarism or misogynist ideology. Then, throughout the rest of the night, the SS 
women continue to mobilize more volunteers to complain to Sledkom on behalf of Marie and Shizuka 
(including a fifth volunteer from Indonesia who is using compupics.com) – not knowing that all their 
efforts are counter-productive. Again, given Shizuka’s testimonies, Sledkom is finding it impossible to 
act, and the Russians are in serious trouble in the ICJ. 

Early morning of 25 March, 5:55 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer to check up on 
the suspect’s plagiarism: they are quite sure that, with the new help from Robin, Eva, Shizuka, and 
Gaurav, they should have achieved their breakthrough.
 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:45 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:46 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 885 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:46 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 23988 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:46 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 

Visitors’ Center. From 2:45:00 onward, the Sisters. Sister MLDND has got a new partner today (Sister Nuñez). “La vie 
n’est pas belle pour moi.” Sister MLDND asks the suspect why he likes coming here. It helps him know God better and 
become a better person. The suspect laments that this church is harder and he’s not sure if he can handle it. He has 
doubts because he has a disability, and he’s afraid that the standard is too high here and that he can’t reach it. How to 
achieve more peace in life? 3:30:00, the meeting is over. 3:30:50, the suspect bids the Sisters goodbye. 
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10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:47 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:47 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:47 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"  

7 seconds later, the Long Keng volunteer comes to the Academy:

180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:06:55:52 -0600] "GET /acad.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5050 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 

Then, for more than 30 minutes, he discusses the situation with the SS women or Sledkom. (It must be 
about the suspect’s plagiarism.) Then, 6:32 AM, the Long Keng volunteer goes to the Owl Gallery. 

180.150.157.42 - - [25/Mar/2017:07:32:53 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4374 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

Then, 8:28 AM, or almost two hours later, the Long Keng volunteer clicks on academylinks.html from 
acad.html.

180.150.157.52 - - [25/Mar/2017:09:28:09 -0600] "GET /academylinks.html HTTP/1.1" 200 13684 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/acad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

8:45 AM, he clicks on newlinks2.html and newlinks.html from acad.html.

180.150.157.52 - - [25/Mar/2017:09:45:49 -0600] "GET /newlinks2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 6326 "http://
www.enlightenment1998.com/acad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.52 - - [25/Mar/2017:09:46:07 -0600] "GET /newlinks.html HTTP/1.1" 200 9364 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/acad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50"

We can easily guess what’s going on. Because of Shizuka’s testimonies, Sledkom is forced to admit, for
the third time, that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect is invalid. But, ordered to do 
something to save it, they therefore allow the SS women to send in the Long Keng volunteer to make a 
definitive false report suggesting that the suspect did frequently gather contents from other websites 
and put them on his own in order to pretend to be intellectual while violating intellectual property laws 
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– all in conformity to the Homeland Security warning about him ever since 2007. In this way, as there 
is still evidence that there might be some truth in the Homeland Security warning after all, the Russians
can keep themselves afloat in the ICJ for the time being. 

Now, due to this emergency situation, the SS women would send in very few volunteers to the suspect’s
website in the coming hours. Then, 4:52 PM, a volunteer from the University of Virginia at 
Charlottesville checks on the suspect’s portrait of Shizuka on compupics.com for the sixth time. Just 
when the Long Keng volunteer has saved the case with Sledkom in the morning, Shizuka comes in to 
knock it down in late afternoon. Then, again, very few visits to the suspect’s website afterwards. From 
9:30 to 10 PM, the SS women would mobilize four volunteers to make false reports about 
peniswomen.jpg (how the suspect did steal this drawing from his family members) in order to 
demonstrate once again that some truth does exist in Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect. 
Then, 12:14 AM, a seventh volunteer from Thailand makes a complaint for Shizuka’s sake using 
compupics.com. The battle thus drags on. Finally, past 1 AM, the suspect posts on his Facebook 
another one of Prof. Fraser’s lectures: “The significance of Rosa Luxemburg for contemporary theory”.

It is now 26 March, a Sunday. 10:43 AM, the SS women seem to be checking the suspect’s Facebook 
again. They would discover Prof. Fraser’s lecture. It’s quite possible that, at this desperate moment, 
they would want Prof. Fraser to join their complaint process as well. If so, they would then send her, 
just today, the Homeland Security warning about the suspect saying this very dangerous schizophrenic 
terrorist stalker has now focused his sick attention on her. However, it’s not clear whether somebody 
like Prof. Fraser (always busy with her own research) would have the time for this kind of thing. (Not 
every woman in the world is totally ready to devote her whole life to an “insane misogynist stalker/ 
serial killer” as if that were the most interesting thing one can possibly imagine in this universe.) 7:57 
PM, another volunteer from Clarksville, Tennessee, looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com 
(buvl.tn.charter.com).

96.33.56.152 - - [26/Mar/2017:20:57:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/singer.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 46024 "http://
compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-N910P 
Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile 
Safari/537.36" 
96.33.56.152 - - [26/Mar/2017:20:57:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
218052 "http://compupics.com/of-shizuka-kudo-is.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-
N910P Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

This is the eighth time. Shizuka thus continues to sabotage Sledkom’s effort to find some ways to grant 
validity to the Homeland Security warning. The rest of the visits to the suspect’s website today seem to 
be decoys and brainstorming (how to falsely report the suspect for plagiarism). As for the suspect, after 
midnight, he would post yet another one of Prof. Fraser’s lectures, “Leaning-In, Leaning-Out, Leaning-
On” (Eugene Lang College). More materials for the SS women!

7:18 AM, 27 March, after the SS women have resumed operation, they send in a volunteer to look up 
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“Timeline-02-14”. Is this another complaint on behalf of Karin – a last ditch effort to provide Sledkom 
with some reason to validate the Homeland Security warning about the suspect? Then, 7:33 AM, the PP
post. 9:37 AM, again. That is: “He really does develop delusions about his women victims’ going after 
him!” 12:19 PM, a volunteer from Newport, Florida, looks up “Prelude-F5C” (mobile.att.net). 

107.77.169.11 - - [27/Mar/2017:13:19:45 -0600] "GET /prelude_F_5/prelude_F_5c.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200
1920339 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; Z988 Build/MMB29M) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Mobile Safari/537.36"

This is only their second visit to this document! It seems that the SS women want to emphasize to all 
law enforcement parties once again that the suspect does pose tremendous danger to his women victims
due to his bizarre delusions about their going after him. Then, 2:39 PM, another volunteer from 
Istanbul looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com. The ninth! Presumably Shizuka is just 
undoing all the work which the SS women have just performed for Sledkom since morning. Between 
4:50 and 5:50 PM, two more volunteers from South Korea would look up Shizuka’s portraits. 7:32 PM,
the PP post. 8:54 PM, another volunteer from Madison, Wisconsin, looks up Shizuka’s portrait. 12:08 
AM, another volunteer from Jakarta, Indonesia, looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com. 1:47 
AM, yet another volunteer looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com. Then, while the SS women 
have been for the whole day mobilizing volunteers to make false complaints about the suspect’s 
plagiarism – in order to provide Sledkom with at least one reason to retain the Homeland Security 
warning – after Sledkom’s inability to do so due to Shizuka’s persistent confidential reporting 
throughout the night, the women gang at last, late in night, mobilize several volunteers from the Exeter 
College in the UK to make certain definitive false reports that the suspect did plagiarize 
(descartes202.html). (We can be sure that, at such late hours, it’s Ekaterina who has continued to direct 
the operation from her base in South Korea.) 

On 28 March there is something unusual. Dr P would update her website today. Why? Is it related to 
the SS women’s current impasse with Sledkom? As for the suspect, this is a traumatic day for him. He 
would discover, very early in the morning, that he has flunked TestDaf. We have the suspicion that the 
Russians did obtain an ICJ order – on the basis that, the last time, he had conspired with the CIA to 
raise his test score – enabling them, this time, to request that the German government lower his test 
score. It would have then been weeks ago that the Russians had entered the suspect’s low test score into
the ICJ as evidence. The suspect is unable to sleep all morning, comes to downtown very early, sends 
an idiotic email to Prof. Jaeggi, comes into Social Security Administration, and, while there, talks to 
Wes on the phone.21

Conversation with Wes (28.03.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 27:00. About the deflation of his TestDaf score. His score once 

21 Prof. Jaeggi would never reply. When did she see the Homeland Security warning about the suspect? Did she ever recall
seeing the warning back in early 2008 when the suspect was in Frankfurt? Given the Russians’ current desperation, they
would definitely instruct Homeland Security to go warn Prof. Jaeggi, but then the Bundespolizei would tell her to 
ignore the warning. In any case, like Prof. Fraser, Prof. Jaeggi would have no interest in the matter whatsoever.
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inflated and now deflated, he has lost overall. This means Russia is winning. He has lost all his money 
too. The Russians have already won, they are now just replacing evidences. The suspect continues to 
complain: “The fact that Russia has won – that’s death sentence for me... I’ve saved their lives, and yet 
they do everything to ruin my life. I’m so detestable that, even when I have saved people’s lives, they 
would just want me dead. These strange Russians! Since Angelica has ruined their lives, they help her. 
Just because they are victims, that doesn’t mean they are nice people.” Wes: “Victims can be 
victimizers at the same time.” The suspect continues to speculate pessimistically: “All governments in 
the world are now obliged to consider the SS women ‘my victims’...” The suspect, at this point (37:00),
hangs up to take care of his business with Social Security Administration. He is then re-connected with 
Wes on 48:00. He rambles on out of anger: Homeland Security CO chief controlled him to break 
windows, and somehow this was legal under international laws... He needs to get the fuck out of this 
fucking country, people around the world don’t know that, in America, the authority can implant chips 
into people’s brain, otherwise nobody will come to this country... There are not enough terrorists 
around, so Homeland Security has had to insert chips into people’s brain to turn nerds into terrorists, 
the ICJ judges are probably not allowed to know this, that must be why this is allowed, they don’t 
wonder how this goddamn son of Latin American refugees can get into Homeland Security and insert 
chips into people’s brain... There is one good thing, that Russia has won, for now everybody in the US 
Establishment knows the consequence of being politically correct... Ha ha ha! Thereupon the suspect 
hangs up. 

We must comment a little here: while the suspect is wrong about Russia’s winning – the Russian 
intelligence is in fact struggling desperately to avoid being convicted in the ICJ, and not just in the 
current case but also in the previous case – he is certainly correct that, if Russia should win, it would be
death sentence for him. Secondly, this call has tremendously angered Homeland Security CO chief, 
who at the moment, because he’s still under Russian command, cannot do anything about it, but who 
will from now on hate the suspect even more – as if that were possible! – and will certainly avenge 
himself on the suspect later on when he is finally freed from Russian command.22 

The SS women however continue today to struggle with their impasse. 10:57 AM, another volunteer 
from Thailand looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com. 6:44 PM, another volunteer from 
Casablanca, Morocco, looks up Shizuka’s portraits on compupics.com. Then, 8:33 PM, a third 
volunteer looks up Shizuka’s portrait. As can be seen, the SS women are continuing their effort to 
persuade law enforcement agencies on all sides by relying especially on Shizuka’s complaints – not 
knowing that, the more they do so, the more they compromise themselves. For the rest of the time, they
continue to submit more testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. Around 11:30 PM, they instruct a 
volunteer from Beaverton, Oregon, to forge more evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism. Sledkom must 
retain the Homeland Security warning because it is right about the suspect in at least one thing, his 
plagiarism! No matter: 4:39 AM, a fourth volunteer from Saudi Arabia looks up Shizuka’s portrait. 

22 Presumably this is what has happened. The Invisible Hand goes ahead submitting the suspect’s insult into evidence in 
the ICJ – this is evidence that the 13 February conviction from last year of Homeland Security CO chief and NULND is
invalid since the suspect, at the time, was fully aware of it – so that everyone in the national security Establishment 
eventually also gets to hear it. Since everyone is already quite annoyed by this conviction, there emerges soon the 
consensus that they should not be too tolerant of minorities in the future when these minorities turn out to be so 
incompetent. Thus is Homeland Security CO chief mortally insulted.
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On the early morning of 29 March, 6:17 AM, the SS women send in the Long Keng volunteer again 
(Rackspace Hosting): 

180.150.157.9 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:17:59 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3247 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 
Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.9 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:17:59 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/602.1.50 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Safari/602.1.50" 
180.150.157.9 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:18:00 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1"
404 1322 "-" "Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)" 
180.150.157.9 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:18:01 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 "-" 
"Safari/11602.1.50.0.10 CFNetwork/760.6.3 Darwin/15.6.0 (x86_64)"

What’s going on is obvious. Sledkom has announced that they simply cannot not dismiss the Homeland
Security warning, and the SS women can only save it by saying that the suspect, at the ver least, does 
plagiarize. But Sledkom needs better proofs of that (despite the Beaverton volunteer’s forgery last 
night). The SS women thus call upon the Long Keng volunteer to examine the matter. Then, 6:40 AM, 
the SS women send in another volunteer to consider the matter: ctw.btireland.net, Ireland. We have to 
wonder whether this might be the same hacker from the Dublin Institute of Technology seen on 6 
February. 

78.17.115.208 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:40:50 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45281 
"https://www.google.ie/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36"
78.17.115.208 - - [29/Mar/2017:07:40:52 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/thermh2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36"

7:36 AM, the SS women send in another volunteer from South Korea to look up Shizuka’s portraits on 
compupics.com. 2:32 PM, another volunteer from Warsaw, Poland, looks up Shizuka’s portrait. 9:04 
PM, the Oceanside volunteer who was here on 24 March calls up acad.html from her browser’s cache 
and immediately goes to thermex2.html, and then the Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents. 9:06 
PM, she clicks on thermhch2.html. Then, on 9:43 PM, she comes to the front page. She’s obviously 
making another false complaint about the suspect’s plagiarism to Sledkom. 9:59 PM, another volunteer 
from Las Vegas looks up Shizuka’s portraits.23 2:26 AM, another volunteer from Van Nuys falsely 
reports the suspect for stealing artworks from his family members (xper3.html). It’s thus the same 
thing: whenever the SS women submit reports about the suspect’s plagiarism and so on to Sledkom so 
that Sledkom can keep the Homeland Security warning alive, Shizuka will immediately come in to 
undo the SS women’s work so that Sledkom will be forced to dismiss the Homeland Security warning 

23 We have suspicion that this Las Vegas volunteer is the same person we have seen on 4 October last year, i.e., very 
possibly “Vicki”. If so, then Shizuka is here certainly tricking her into admitting she’s committing fraud.
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again.24 

On 30 March, the US representative meets with the Turkish government in Ankara. Evidently, now that 
Turkey is convicted and doomed to become Russia’s ally as compensation for Russia, the US wants to 
work out its relationship with Turkey in the future in order to retain as much of its former stake in 
Turkey as possible. 

As for the SS women’s operation: Since morning, the volunteers from Exeter College are active again 
(descartes202.html): more assurance to Sledkom that the suspect did plagiarize. 10:08 AM, a volunteer 
from Boston looks up “Prelude-17D”. Presumably more assurance to Sledkom that the suspect does 
harbor bizarre delusions about his women victims’ going after him. The SS women then spend the rest 
of the day submitting more testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. With such device, Sledkom is 
able to temporarily hold onto the Homeland Security warning in question. (Note that, 1:10 AM, a 
volunteer uses TOR to look up the PP post: another report about the suspect’s delusions about his 
women victims.)25 

On 31 March, the SS women will launch their offensive again. 5:18 AM, they send a volunteer from 
Great Neck, New York, to make another complaint on behalf of Shizuka. 7:25 AM, another complaint 
on behalf of Shizuka (Seaford, New York). Again, they aren’t aware that Shizuka is here to undo their 
work. 7:42 AM, another complaint on behalf of Marie. 3:13 PM, a volunteer from Hamburg, Germany, 
makes a complaint on behalf of Eva. (Recall that the Hobbersdorf volunteer from 8 February last year 
had also made a complaint on behalf of Eva.) 3:37 PM, a volunteer from Budapest looks up 
“Supplemental Pleading, II”. What is this about? Is it a complaint about the suspect’s stalking habit? Or
are the SS women thinking of recruiting “Elizabeth” (AM)? As for the suspect, from 6 PM onward, he 
would be with Derrick and the other targeted individuals in a Pizza Hut in Huntington Beach attending 
a filming event with Vice. He would leave with Derrick by 9:30 PM.26 There are only two decoy visits 

24 The recording of the suspect’s time in Elysee tonight is in: “toldelliotICJ_3_29_17_644PM.MP3”: In the beginning, the 
suspect complains to Elliot about his ICJ trial, how his failed TestDaf is a result of it. Elliot of course has no 
understanding of what he’s saying nor any interest. (Nothing more in the rest.)

25 The suspect has a conversation with Derrick tonight: “wDerrick_3_30_17_1029PM.MP3”: The suspect goes on and on 
about how Homeland Security has remotely controlled him to break windows so that they can label him a terrorist; how 
the debate in the ICJ has caused him to fail his TestDaf; how Jill Stein was warned about him the last time; how slander 
causes damages despite being disproven later; and how he needs to have a life beyond gang-stalking, a new life in 
academia. Then, about the last meeting. Nobody from the San Diego crowd showed up. But, no, one lady from San 
Diego. Or Long Beach? Or Whittier? The storage key, and how the suspect might go back to Taiwan to avoid his 
terrorist status. How he doesn’t understand the status of the debate about him in the ICJ. Then Derrick reveals the 
documentary filming tomorrow. The suspect asks to come along. 19:30, over.  

26 In: “drrckVice_3_31_17_418PM.MP3”: 20:00, the suspect is in Derrick’s car. 45:00, Derrick answers a call. 1:15:00, 
did Derrick call Elaine? Arlene? 1:17:20, he calls Richard. 1:46:00, Derrick receives a call from another woman. 
1:59:50, at Pizza Hut. The Vice crew are here. 2:25:00, the woman starts on her testimony: she will dominate the entire 
meeting with her endless bullshit about being targeted. The suspect’s first input: people think America is so special that 
such kind of things won’t happen here, while in reality America is just an ordinary nation like every other nation. Then 
his second input: what? 3:30:20, somebody expresses concern about being recorded. (More on this below.) 3:46:00, the 
suspect’s input for the third time: he debunks the psychiatrists’ diagnosis of schizophrenia in a single second (they just 
want to feed you with pills in order to enrich the pharmaceutical companies). 4:00:50, the suspect again: how he suffers 
from electronic attacks from Homeland Security and how he wishes to be able one day to make his case in the UN and 
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during this time period. It’s very likely that the same thing has happened, i.e., the TMU has wired up 
the whole place and then seemingly given the SS women monopoly over the surveillance in order to 
demonstrate to Sledkom how this group of fraudsters operate. When the SS women make false reports 
about the suspect’s activities during the meeting to Sledkom, the American law enforcement officers 
will show the Sledkom team the surveillance of what the suspect has really done, thus forcing Sledkom 
into a corner where they can’t carry out the SVR’s instruction for them to validate the case which the 
Murakami girls have first opened with them against the suspect. The SS women (i.e. Dr P) must have 
falsely argued that the suspect’s complaints to the Vice film screw have demonstrated that he is 
completely unaware of (is in total denial about) how gravely insane he is and therefore highly 
dangerous. This must be the case for, 1:55 AM, the women instruct a volunteer from Liverpool, UK, to 
make a report on “Kulturindustrie”, i.e., “He says here that believing people are going after him is not a
sign that he is insane...” This, you recall, is Dr P’s favorite argument since late October last year. By 
this time, the United States will have demonstrated to Russian law enforcement how insensitive these 
women fraudsters are to other people’s thoughts and feelings. All this time they have no idea that 
Shizuka (and possibly Kristin and Eva as well) is only pretending to be complaining like they are and is
secretly compromising their case behind their back, and that they have one more time fallen into the 
same trap – forcing the Russian law enforcement officers to submit to the ICJ evidences undermining 
their own nation’s national security interests. 

so on, but how it is difficult to complain about the US. 4:09:00, the suspect receives a call. 4:22:00, the suspect asks the 
Vice crew whether they will be objective in their reporting. The suspect: “Nothing hurts a TI’s feelings more than 
calling him or her ‘crazy’.” (Right!) 4:25:40, another call. 4:33:30, the suspect explains to the Vice crew his idea of 
shooting a documentary about his attempts to detect and extract the chips from his brain. (Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy.) 4:46:00, the suspect mentions his letters to BCI scientists to the Vice crew. 4:47:30, the suspect again. 
4:53:10, the suspect reminds the Vice crew that BCI is already in use in medicine and so on. (He is mistaken when he 
tells them that he was implanted in 2012.) 5:09:00, the suspect leaves with Derrick. 5:30:00, Derrick claims the Vice 
crew simply contacted him. 5:42:00, the suspect asks for the name of the woman who’s accused of recording. “Julian.” 
The suspect wonders whether it’s the SS women who have instructed her to record him. The suspect assumes wrongly 
that the SS women wouldn’t know that he is coming tonight. He claims that the SS women’s gang-stalking of him 
should land him on Guinness World Records. 5:53:00, the suspect asks Derrick if his roommate Dan is also a TI. “Yes. 
He says he’s targeted.” 5:57:10, the suspect is home. 
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